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The primary purpose of the present work was to increase pan 
Aeor capacity hy improved vacuum pan operation and to develop 
a control system that would enable any person to hoil consistently 
good strikes. 

A material balance showed tha t it was firsi necessary to im
prove white pan yields. An increase from the nOI:mal 40% to 
GOc;7n could reduce total fillmass almost SO(/n' It would cut white 
fillmass by one third and high raw by an astonishing two thirds. 

vVe were fortunate to have available piln microscopes , first 
a foreign mod el and later very excel lent domestic units. Th e 
picture they g-a\c of crystal .~;rowth 'w ithin the pans th emse lves 
exploded some conventional th eories ane! helped prove others. 
By 'watching the course of strikes boiled uy even skilled sug"ar 
boilers it was apparent th:1l there ,,":1S a great deal of room for 
improvement. 

In order to increase yield of finish ed sugar per strike it was 
necessary to boil gTain of more uniForm size and with a minimum 
o[ conglomerates. Such clean stTik<~ s around GO% yi e ld were 
found to purge better and r equire less \\'ilsh than poor strikes 
with yields below 40% . Better control oj" mean aperture was 
required which indicated the neeel for full seeeling- rath er than 
hy shock. 

Rate o( crystal growth dep~nds upun supersaturation and 
syrup purity. In a typical standard liquor at maximum safe 
supersaturation, crystals can grov" a t a rate o[ about O.OIG" per 
hour measured on the mean dimension. This is equivalent to 
about 3.5 microns per minute on each face. The pan microscopes 
disproved the existence of a supersaturation zone in which crystals 
form spontaneously only in the presence 0[ other .,,-rain; above 
a very definite supersaturation. ahout 1.50 , grain would form 
in syrup or at any stage of the strike. This simplifies the picture 
in that only one zone ben·veen 1.00 and 1.50 sllpersaturation is 
of interest in sugar boiling. If clean strikes were to be produced 
from an original seed crop, it W~! S imperative that th e upper 
limit never be exceeded; maximum rate of growth, however, 
would be realized iust under this limiting supersaturation. In 
the interval just after grai ning when crystal area was low, it was 
easy to exceed the safe value and fOnD more grain. In spite of 
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the increased area the limit 
be reached since 

fast. F inc 
screen instead 

crystals and lost from the pan coil 
addition or onc coil to many in the middle of the strike could also 
create a smear. 

tilt' pan the notion that 
. the course of a strike can be washed out 

Grain will only dissolve in I helow 
saturation and it would require a volume of '70 brix almost 
equal to the fillmass volume at any tjIne to reduce a pulled to-

strike to saturation. 'Vhal is that the 
grain conglomerates and grows 

minutes the strike looks clean in or 011 a 
slide bUl in the the new ones are all there 

with the 

(;onventional measunng were 
found boiling we Boiling 
point measured in the side or center-well of a affected bv 
material that and reaches the bulb \vithout droppin~ 
to the at the l111mass surface. A means 

surface which is 
pre

of 

The actual absolute at which a strike is boiled seems 
to be d illlportance sillce strikes can be 

over qUite a 01 value selected is 
of water SIIpply and stearn 

ahsolute pressure, the cor
supersaturation limit can be determined 
the al chart of I which is 

The actual value for 
determined 

of the pan a necessary of a 
The most direct way to fix value is to 

until the appearance of new 
has been exceeded; are visible 

within seconds aher form. Or the saturation 
determined by a bit of 

craturc at first show corners. 
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grain were established. Their complete elimination was not 
realized but it was possible to reduce the number to a small 
fraction of the total grain. 

Observation showed that most conglomeration takes place 
when the crystals are quite small, 0.001 in to 0.003 in size. Before 
and after this dangerous age there is almost none. Carrying the 
strike at lower supersaturation or looser during this interval has 
little effect. Some improvement was noted by boiling at higher 
absolute pressures. Purity has a great deal of influence; con
glomeration is almost no problem at all in the lower purity 
syrups. One plantation in Hawaii noted for its excellent boiling 
house work grains in low purity syrup and then switches to feed 
of higher purity. 

Apparently vigorous circulation during the conglomeration 
period is the only cure. Mechanical circulation is very helpful 
but needs to be supplemented by some boiling. Open steam is 
useful in pans without mechanical circulation but is much less 
effective than the same amount of steam flow to the heating 
surface probably because of the local circulation created by the 
formation and liberation of vapor bubbles. Surface within the 
pan over which the boiling material can shower and spread fur
ther deters conglomeration; a coil pan is better in this regard 
than a calandria pan at twice the boiling rate. 

In pans without mechanical circulation, conglomeration can 
be held down by rapid boiling but the conglomeration period 
occurs when the crystal area is too small to absorb the sugar 
liberated by the boiling. This dilemma is solved by reducing 
the steam flow only to a value that discourages conglomeration 
and feeding water to prevent the supersaturation from exceeding 
the upper limit. ·\tVithin a few minutes, as the cry~tal area inc 
creases, the water flow is reduced to zero and boiling rate can 
be increased. 

As these techniques were developed it became possible to 
boil consistently good strikes with low CV values, obtain high 
yields of well-formed grain and do them in minimum time. The 
final problem of introducing the correct seed crop to produce 
the desired final crystal size was solved by bOlTowing a technique 
that has been used in Hawaiian mills. Laboratory ball mills are 
charged with sugar and iso-propyl alcohol in the proportion of 
1 Ib to 1 liter. After grinding for 24 hours, the particle size has 
stabilized at an average of about 4.5 microns and the resulting 
density is around 2.5 X 109 particles per milliliter. Approxi
mately 200 m! of this "milk" is sufficient to seed 1,000 cubic feet 
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of white filimass for 0.015 in :V1.A. The actual amoun t for a 
particu Iar pan can be adj LIsted un til the size is obtained 
and will very weJl thereafter. procedure is 

the same vuJume for each 
each lime. 

The tll is work was not to 

"push-button" but rather 
make possible 
from a pan 
dropping and 
left to the 
seem hardly 
semiautomatic 
quired to a 
in feed or steam pressure are taken care 

:.\fo adjustment of the supersaturation limit is 
the event of a drastic change in syrup 

. ble to high raw or low raw pans 
the same. A pan with mechanical cir

culator does not valve to hold super-
saturation. 

four absolute 
lS 

so 
determined and IS 

feed and condenser water valves. 
reaches the steam comes on to concentrate the 

and is maintained. An alarm sounds \vhen 
saturation rises to L); the sligar boiler the 
and seeds the pan with a measured wet milled 
fondant. As .5 limit. steam is 
throttled so the As the pan comes 

the tile feed valve to IlOld 
of feed and increased 

tile 

Boiling until the reaches maximnm set level, 
the feed valve throttles to prevent further rise and the pan 
to brix H at this the increases to the 
set gra in formation. 
This is a most sugar is being 
at the rate of many if hurried, it can result 
ll1 sugar lost and reCirculate through the 
house. 
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As the tightness reaches the dropping point, the steam valve 
closes and an alarm notifies the sugar boiler that the strike is 
finished. He turns the switch to "off" and drops the strike. 

The techniques and controls developed by this work achieved 
the original objective of increasing pan floor production. Reduced 
reboiling of syrups added economy dividends. To the less cost
conscious person, the sparkling sugar that emerged from the 
granulator and from the high and low raw machines was a 
delight to the eye. 
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